INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity
analysis is an important area of research in computer simulation of stochastic discrete event dynamic systems. Most of the research that has been done on this topic can be classified as steady state sensitivity analysis because it considers the long-run or steady state impact of input factor changes on an output performance measure. This paper considers an approach to sensitivity analysis introduced in Morrice and Gupta (1994) and developed in Morrice (1995) . The approach analyzes the short-term or transient behavior of a performance measure resulting from changes in one or more input factors. Since the approach studies transient behavior, it is referred to as transient sensitivity analysis.
Morrice (1995) provides a methodology for changing factors simultaneously during a single set of simulation runs. Such simultaneous variation offers potential computational efficiencies relative to other methods that require multiple sets of simulation runs for transient sensitivity y analysis information. However, simultaneous variation during a single run can also be seriously constrained by such things as the stabilBlacksburg, Virginia 24061-0118 -it y of the system (for example, traffic intensity being less than one) and the requirement for a factor to remain positive (for example, service rate in a queueing model).
Constraints of this type have direct impact on the factor amplitude,
i.e., the magnitude by which factors can be changed.
This paper focuses on the selection of factor amplitudes for the method proposed by Morrice (1995) . In addition, a cent rol variate variance reduction scheme developed by Jacobson (1993) is considered for cases when small amplitudes are selected. The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 contains model assumptions and necessary background material.
Section 3 illustrates the amplitude selection problem and discusses issues related to this problem. Section 4 provides an example and section 5 contains concluding remarks. 
Employing a 'well-known trigonometric identity, Apply an inverse cosine and sine transform to A(wh) and~(wh) to get estimates of the {~k(?')}.
Rescale the {~k(?')} to get the {hk(r)}.
AMPLITUDE CONSIDERATIONS
Varying the factors simultaneously according to (2) can be challenging in practice due to practical constraints on the system being modeled.
For example, if factor xk (t) is constrained to positive values, theñ k, ak and the {~kl} must be chosen to satisfy this constraint, Another possible constraint on (2) is the stability of the system being modeled. For example, in a queueing system, arrival and service rates must yield a traffic intensity that is less than one for the system to be stable. The queueing literature provides some limited theoretical guidance on how to choose factor levels according to (2) depending cm how t is chosen (Whitt 1991 and Morrice, Gajul; apalli, and Tayur 1994) . In general, simulation can be used to empirically verify the stability of the system.
The quantity xk is usually chosen as the center point of the experimental region. Morrice [1995) provides some discussion on the selection of the {W~r}, but additional research is required on this topic. This paper focuses on the issue of the selection of the {ak }.
Morrice andtlacobson
The selection of ak is governed by conflicting objectives. Jacc)bson (1993) Buffer capacity between each work station is assumed to be infinite and jobs are processed on a first-come, first-serve basis. The four factors in this model are the mean interarrival time, X1, mean service time for the first station, X;l, mean service time for the second station, X3, and mean service time for the third station,
X4.
Only factors Xl X2, and X4 will be changed to illustrate transient sensitivity analysis, The output response, Y, is the waiting time in the system and its expected value is the performance measure of interest.
The following three scenarios are used to illustrate transient sensitivity analysis:
1. The quantity X1 is changed from 9 to 11, X2 is fixed at 6, and X4 is fixed at 6. Changing the Mean Interarrival Time 2. The quantity X1 is fixed at 10, X2 is changed from 5 to 7, and X4 is fixed at 6.
The quantity
Xl is fixed at 10, X2 is fixed at 6, and X4 is changed from 5 to 7.
In all scenarios, X3 is set at 7. All three scenarios are assumed to be in steady state before the changes are made. The transient behavior in J? [Y] is its readjustment to steady state after the changes iwe made. Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are depicted inl figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The simulation trajectory in figure 1 is generated by averaging the system waiting time of 800 service completions over 5000 runs. The system is started empty and idle and the mean interarrival time is changed from 9 to 11 after the 525th arrival.
The number 525 is used bemuse it is de- {5, 255,505,755,1005,1255, 1505,1755, 2005}, 32 = {9, 259,509,759,1009,1259, 1509,1759, 2009},~Q = {11,261,511,761,1011,1261,1511.,1761) Method 3 relies on two sets of runs. The first set are those from Method 2. The second set has exactly the same experimental setup as the first set of runs except that, the factors are fixed at their nominal levels. This is called a control run. Common random number streams are used between the two sets of runs.
Then the performance measure from the second set of runs if) used as a control variate for the first set of runs. This is implemented by simply taking a difference between the data series from the first and second sets of runs. The resulting data series is then used in the transient sensitivity analysis procedure described in section 2 to produce the results for Method 3. 
